SOUTHERN RAILWAY
SALEM/ DIV
ID: 2021084101

Office Of: DIVISIONAL OFFICE
PERSONNEL BRANCH
SALEM
Date : 30-092021

Office Order No. : O O 36/2021/TRANSPORTATION
ADMN/GUARDS

Sub: Inter Railway Mutual Transfer - Reg.
Ref: Sr.DPO/WAT O.O. No. WAT/P/1193/2021 dated 14.09.2021
DRM(P)/WAT Lr.No. WPY/407/IRMT/M.Gd/NVK&TPP dated 22.09.2021.
--Approval of Competent Authority is hereby communicated for Inter Railway Mutual Transfer of Shri. Tarini Prasad Panda,
Emp. No. 15660804981, Mail Guard/ED with Shri. N.Vinod Kumar (L-6 of Pay Matrix), Emp. No. 53107342380, Mail
Guard/VSKP/WAT division of South Central Railway (L-6 of Pay Matrix) subject to the usual terms and conditions
applicable to such transfer.
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The mutual transfer is ordered subject to the following conditions:
1. They are free from DAR/SPE/Vig cases on the date of relief.
2. The employees will take their seniority in the new seniority units to which they are transferred as per extant orders
applicable to Mutual Transfers i.e., they will either take own seniority or take the seniority of the other in the new seniority
units whichever is lower.
3. They will not seek re-transfer to their parent unit/Division at a later date.
4. As the transfer is ordered at their own request, they are not eligible for transfer grant, joining time etc., on transfer
account.
5. They are prepared to serve anywhere in the new seniority unit to which they are transferred.
6. They will retain their lien in the parent cadre till they are permanently absorbed in the new seniority unit to which they
are posted.
7. They have to vacate the Railway Quarters if any occupied by them. If, they wish to retain the Railway Quarters as per

extant rules, they have to apply to DPO/Sr.DPO for retention of quarters in the old station. Retention of quarters
without/beyond permission will attract deduction of damaged rate of rent.
8. The relieving Memorandum/Order sparing the employee should have the photograph of the employee pasted on it duly
attested in the manner viz., the rubber stamp should clearly indicate the name and designation of the Supervisor/Officer.
The Memorandum/Order should also have the signature of the transferred employee and the Left Thumb impression both
of which should be duly attested by the Supervisor/Officer signing the Memorandum/Order with his/her name and
designation appearing below the signature as stipulated in Railway Board’s letter No.E(NG)I-2001/TR-16 dated
21.11.2001 (RBE No.229/2001).
9. They should submit the declaration accepting the above conditions before they relieved on transfer. They are hereby
advised that no request for back tracking from the Mutual Transfer will be entertained under any circumstances.
10. In terms of Rly Bd's lr.No. E(NG)1-2017/TR/24 (RBE No.65/2018) dt. 09.05.2018 all mutual transfer cases where
NOC has been given by both the Railway /Unit i.e. accepting and relieving, both the employees should be spared
immediately within a week, wihtout either unit waiting for the reliever.
This has the approval of Competent Authority.
Digitally Signed.
Name: VELUMANI.N
Date: 30-Sep-2021 16:01:50
Location: SAD/SR
ASSISTANT PERSONNEL OFFICER
FOR SR.DIVISIONAL PERSONNEL OFFICER/SA

File Reference No. :SA/SR-0PB/120/2020
Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
SR.DOM/SA, SR.DFM/SA
TI/HQ/SA, SS/ED
OS/Guard/Bills
DSs/SRMU, AI SC/STREA,AIOBCREA, AIRPFA/SA

ASSISTANT PERSONNEL OFFICER
FOR SR.DIVISIONAL PERSONNEL OFFICER/SA

